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X-keys Foot Pedals  

Front and Rear hinge options 

Part codes:  K-XF-USB (front hinge),   K-XFR-USB (rear hinge) 
 

 

 

Description 

The X-keys XK-3 Foot Pedal offers two versions to suit your requirements. The front hinged version allows 
the user to rest the ball of their foot on the main pedal and activate the control with slight additional pressure. 
This is perfect for mouse click, key press, or other operations where a momentary activation is required. The 
rear hinged version allows the user to rest a foot on the pedal keeping the control activated comfortably for 
long periods.  
This is perfect for transcription playback, dictation microphone activation, or video capture. 
 
MacroWorks 3 software for Windows and ControllerMate software for Mac OS-X combine ease of 
programming with a wide and flexible range of options. P.I. Engineering’s free SDKs offer direct 
communication for the software developer and our new reflector feature sends messages to even the most 
reluctant software. The XK-3 may also be configured as a standalone USB keyboard with macros 
programmed in onboard non-volatile memory. 
 
P.I. Engineering provides Software Development Kits to support all input and output data for the 
XK-3 in Windows and LInux. Our Windows SDK includes examples for C#, C++, and VB.NET. 

Programmable unit ID supports multiple units on the same system. 
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The new XK-3 Front Hinged Pedal allows the user to rest a foot on the main pedal without activating it and 
then click with just slight additional pressure. Perfect for mouse click and drag or modifier keys. 

Only the hinge on main pedal is in the front. The two outside pedals, used for momentary actions, are hinged 
in the rear.  

 

             

The restyled XK-3 Rear Hinged Pedal features a curved main pedal which allows the user to find the most 
comfortable angle to rest a foot while keeping the pedal active.  
Perfect for transcription playback, dictation microphone activation, or video capture. 
 
All three pedals on this unit are hinged in the rear. 
 

Features 

 

 NEW Front Hinged main pedal reduces ankle fatigue 

 NEW rounded style improves rest and click angle 

 3 User-reprogrammable pedals 

 Great for "hands free" procedures 

 USB connection to computer 

 Includes MacroWorks 3 software for Windows and ControllerMate for Mac OS X 

 Comprehensive Software Development Kit for programmers 

 NEW Linux Software Development Kit 
 
 

Specifications 

 

Operating System  Windows: XP, Vista, 7 (32 or 64 bit), Mac OS-X, Others via USB 
keyboard 

Included Software  Windows: MacroWorks 3, Mac: ControllerMate, Other: Linux SDK 

Switch Type  Microswitch with audible click 

Number of Pedals  3 

Actuation Force  Approx. 34 – 90 oz (1 - 2.5kg) depending on distance from hinge 

Connector  USB “A” 

Cord Length  92” (2.3 m) 

Dimensions  Approx. 8.1” x 5.5” x 1.6” (21cm x 14cm x 4cm) 

Weight  2.5 lb (1.1 kg) 

USB type  Compatible with USB 1.1 and newer 

Power Source  USB port, nominal voltage = 5 vdc 
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Power  

Consumption  Less than 15mA @ 5 vdc 

Optional  

Accessories  USB CAT5 Extender, Transcription Headset, USB Microphone 

Certifications  FCC class B, CE, RoHS 

 


